Speed = distance/time measured
in metres per second (m/s).
Average speed is the total
distance travelled/total time
taken.

You can show what is happening
to the position of an object on a
distance-time graph. The slope
of the distance-time graph is the
speed.

Gas pressure is due to the
collisions of gas molecules with
the sides of the container or
object. If the gas is hotter, or
compressed, there will be more
collisions and the pressure will
be greater.

Atmospheric pressure is due to
the collisions of air molecules
with objects. Atmospheric
pressure decrease with height
because there are fewer air
molecules higher up.

The pressure at a particular
depth of a liquid depends upon
the weight of water above it.
Pressure increase with depth.
Liquids are incompressible.

Pressure = force/area measured
in N/m2 or N/cm2. The pressure
tells you how the force is spread
out over an area.

Speed

Distance-time
graphs

Gas pressure

Atmospheric
pressure

Liquid pressure

Calculating
pressure

Key points to learn
The turning effect of a force is
called a moment. You calculate a
moment by multiplying the force
by the distance from a pivot.
If the clockwise moments acting
on an object equal the
anticlockwise moments the
object will be in equilibrium. This
is how see-saws balance.
The centre of gravity is the point
at which all the weight of the
object appears to act
The weight of an object acting
through the centre of mass can
produce a turning effect

Moments

Equilibrium

Centre of
gravity
Turning force

Key points to learn

Additional Information

To produce the same pressure on the floor
that you exert when you push in a drawing
pin, you would need over 5000 people
standing on your shoulders.

Fantastic fact!
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Lesson

Chapter 3

I can calculate pressure.

I can state the equation of
pressure.

I can apply ideas of pressure
to different situations.

I can explain why some
things float and some things
sink, using force diagrams.

I can describe characteristics of
some objects that float and
some that sink.

I can use ideas of pressure to
describe familiar situations
qualitatively.

I can describe how liquid
pressure changes with depth.

I can calculate pressure in
multistep problems.
I can compare pressure in
different situations, explaining
the differences in pressure using
scientific knowledge.

I can explain why an object will
float or sink in terms of force or
density.

I can explain why liquid pressure
changes with depth.

I can compare some effects of
atmospheric pressure.

I can explain gas pressure in
different situations.

I can describe the factors
that affect gas pressure.
I can describe how
atmospheric pressure
changes with height.

I can state simply what happens
to pressure with depth.

I can state the cause of
atmospheric pressure.

I can analyse journeys using
distance–time graphs.

I can draw distance–time graphs
for a range of journey.

I can explain what is meant by
relative motion and how it can
be calculated.

I can use the speed equation to
explain unfamiliar situations.

Extending

I can calculate speed from a
distance–time graph.

I can interpret distance–time
graphs.

I can describe simply what a
distance–time graph shows.

I can use a distance–time
graph to describe a journey
qualitatively.
I can state two things that
affect gas pressure.

I can describe relative
motion.

I can define relative motion.

Secure
I can calculate speed using
the speed equation.

Developing

I can state the equation for
speed.

Checklist

P2

P2 3.6 Turning
forces

Lesson

Chapter 3

Developing

I can state the equation to
calculate a turning force.

I can state the law of moments.

Checklist

I can describe what is meant
by a moment.
I can calculate the moment
of a force.

Secure

I can apply the concept of
moments to everyday situations.
I can use calculations to explain
situations involving moments.

Extending

Chapter 3 Glossary

Key word

Definition

acceleration

The amount by which speed increases in one second.

atmospheric pressure

Pressure caused by the collisions of air molecules that
produce a force on an area.

average speed

The total distance travelled in the total time taken for a
complete journey.

centre of gravity

The point in an object where the force of gravity seems to
act.

centre of mass

The point in an object where the mass of an object seems
to act.

compressed

Squashed into a smaller space.

density

The mass of a material in a certain volume.

distance-time graph

A graph that shows how far an object moves each second.

gas pressure

The force exerted by air particles when they collide with a
surface.

incompressible

Cannot be compressed (squashed)

instantaneous speed

The speed at a particular moment.

law of moments

An object is in equilibrium if the clockwise moments equal
the anticlockwise moments.

liquid pressure

The pressure produced by collisions of particles in a liquid.

metres per second

A unit of speed.

moment

A measure of the ability of a force to rotate an object about
a pivot.

newton metres

The unit of moment.

newtons per metre squared

A unit of pressure.

pivot

The point about which a lever or see-saw balances.

pressure

A force exerted on a certain area.

relative motion

The difference between the speeds of two moving objects,
or of a moving and a stationary object.

speed

A measure of how far something travels in a given time.
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Balanced and unbalanced
What are balanced forces?
When the forces acting on an object are the same size but in opposite
directions we say that they are balanced. You can think of balanced forces
like two teams in a tug of war. If each team pulls with the same force the
rope doesn’t move. The forces cancel out. The object is in equilibrium. All
stationary objects are in equilibrium. There must be a support force acting
on them to balance out their weight.
Quick question
State what equilibrium means.

What are unbalanced forces?
The forces acting on this rocket-powered car are unbalanced. They are not
the same size so they do not cancel out. The driving force from the engine
is much, much bigger than the resistive forces from air resistance and
friction.
Quick question
State the difference between balanced forces and unbalanced
forces.

How do unbalanced forces change speed and
direction?
When the car's rocket-powered engine starts up the driving force will
become very big very quickly. When the driver wants to stop he will fire a
parachute to slow the car down. In both cases the forces on the car are
unbalanced.

The driving force is bigger than the
resistive forces acting on the car. The
speed of the car increases.

The only forces acting on the car are
resistive forces. The speed of the car
decreases.

Every time you go around a corner in a car the friction between the tyres
and the road changes the direction of the car.
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Introduction to forces
A force can be a push or a pull.
Forces explain why objects move in the way that they do, or why they don’t
move at all. Forces can change the direction that objects are moving in, and
change their shape.

Force diagrams
You can’t see forces but you can see the effect of them.
When you draw a diagram you add arrows to the show forces that are
acting. Force arrows show the direction and the size of the force.
Forces act on objects so the arrow must touch the object in the diagram.

Quick question
Draw a force diagram to show the forces acting on an object sitting
on a table.

Interaction pairs
Forces always come in pairs. The pairs are called interaction pairs.
In the diagram of the tennis ball sitting on the table:


Gravity pulls the tennis ball down. This is the force of the Earth on
the tennis ball.



The tennis ball pulls the Earth up. This is the force of the tennis ball
on the Earth.

How do you measure forces?
You can measure force with a newtonmeter). All forces are measured in
newtons (N).
Quick question
Give the unit of force.
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Non-contact forces
Acting at a distance
A gravitational force acts on a diver jumping off a diving board. It is a noncontact force. There are other types of non-contact force. Magnets exert a
magnetic force on magnetic materials or other magnets without touching
them. If you rub a balloon you can pick up bits of paper with it. This is an
electric or electrostatic force. Magnetic and electrostatic forces are noncontact forces.
Quick question
Identify three forces that act at a distance.

Force fields
In physics a field is a special region where something experiences a force.
There is a magnetic field around a magnet where magnetic materials
experience a force. There are gravitational fields where things with mass
experience a force. The further away from the mass, magnet, or charge, the
field gets weaker. Contact forces only act when the objects are touching
each other. Non-contact forces act at any distance, even if the objects are
not touching.

Weight and mass
Weight is a force so it is measured in newtons (N). Mass is the amount of
'stuff' something is made up of and it is measure in kilograms (kg) You can
calculate weight using an equation:
weight (N) = mass (kg) x gravitational field strength, g (N/kg)
On Earth gravitational field strength is about 10 N/kg. This means that, if
your mass is 50 kg, for example, then your weight on Earth is:
weight = 50 kg × 10 N/kg = 500 N
Gravitational field strength is different on other planets and stars. Your
weight would be different on different planets because g would be different
but your mass would remain the same.
Quick question
State the unit of mass and the unit of weight.
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Types of forces
Changing shape
When a ball hits the floor the ball deforms. Forces can compress (squash)
or stretch objects. When you exert a force you can deform an object. You
can compress it or you can stretch it.
Quick question
Describe what happens to a tennis ball when it hits the ground

the ground.

How can the floor push you up?
The floor is a solid; solids are made up of particles arranged in a regular
pattern. The particles are joined strongly together by bonds. When you
stand on the floor your weight pushes the particles together. The bonds are
then compressed and push back. This ‘push back’ supports you.

Stretching
Bungee cords, springs, and even lift cables all stretch when you exert a
force on them. The amount that they stretch is called the extension.
Springs are special. If you double the force on the spring the extension will
double. If the extension doubles when you double the force then the object
obeys Hooke’s Law. The graph of force against extension is a straight line,
or linear. Hooke’s Law is a special case. Not everything behaves like a
spring when you stretch it. If you double the force on an elastic band the
extension may not double.
Quick question
State Hooke’s Law.

What is friction?
When a book is resting on the table you can push on it but it may not move.
Friction grips objects. As you increase the force by pushing harder the book
will start to move. If you remove the force the book slows down and stops.
This is because the rough surfaces can no longer move past each other.
Quick question
State two things that friction does.
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What are drag forces?
A dolphin swimming through the water and a surfer paddling through water
will both experience water resistance. As a snowboarder jumps through
the air he will experience air resistance. Water resistance and air
resistance are drag forces. To understand drag forces you need to think
about the particles in the air and the water.

As a dolphin moves through the water it pushes the water particles out of
the way. This produces a drag force, which slows it down.
Quick question
Name the drag force acting on an aeroplane in flight.
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